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We live in a sterile world of hand sanitizers and processed 
food. Parents have forgotten the five second rule where if a 
food falls onto the floor, it is safe to eat if picked up within five 
seconds.  Children have their hands washed before they eat, 
after they eat, after they play outside.  The result is that they 
don’t grow up eating dirt. Without some intake of dirt, their 
immune systems don’t have exposure to soil based organisms 
for proper development. These organisms continue to support 
our immune system as we grow older. Our dirt-free world 
has created a growing problem of children and adults with 
allergies, asthma, eczema and digestive problems.

Food used to be fresh from farms and gardens complete with 
a few soil-based organisms. Now it is heated, processed and 
packaged.   Currently we are finding some of these soil-based 
bacteria are beneficial for our digestive and immune systems.  
In fact, they were traditionally a part of our microbiome.  
Bacillus subtilis, a common soil-based bacterium, was discov-
ered to be part of the human microbiome back in 19151 After 
recognizing its role in the immune system, it was used for gas-
trointestinal and urinary tract illnesses before the widespread 
use of antibiotics.

In the soil, bacteria have functions like the probiotics in our 
intestine.  They break down plant material and make vitamins 
to support plant growth. These bacteria also produce multiple 
anti-microbial compounds to deter growth of pathogenic 
organisms.  Organic fertilizers often have these soil-based 
bacteria to foster plant growth.

Soil-based bacteria are also referred to as spore based bacteria.  
These bacteria need to survive in the unpredictable environ-
ment of the soil so form an outer shell of protection called a 
spore. Advantages to the spore form, in addition to protection 
in the soil are the ability to survive stomach acid. The spore 
form protects them from both stomach and bile acid so they 
pass easily into the intestines where they can colonize2.  In 
contrast, dairy based lactic acid bacteria such as lactobacillus 
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and bifidobacterium are much more susceptible to degradation in 
the stomach.  Because of this susceptibility, much higher doses or 
CFU’s are recommended for these dairy based probiotics.

In the wisdom of nature, soil-based bacteria can form spores in 
the soil to survive and then leave the spore form upon reaching 
the intestines.  Once the bacteria lose their spores, they produce 
lactic acid.  The lactic acid has anti-bacterial properties to pre-
vent growth of pathogenic bacteria while fostering the growth 
of beneficial lactobacillus and bifidobacteria3.  Bacillus Subtilis 
alone has been found to produce 66 anti-bacterial compounds4.  
These soil-based organisms can also colonize the intestine for 
longer survival.  The colonization allows them the ability to crowd 
out pathogenic bacteria3. Once colonized the immune system is 
supported through cell signaling and interaction with intestinal 
cells5,6,7. 

Research has shown benefits of these soil-based probiotics for a 
variety of health concerns. Relief in digestive disorders with symp-
toms of abdominal pain, bloating, and diarrhea have improved8,9.  
Clinical trials in bacterial vaginosis showed symptomatic relief10.  
Metabolic problems with blood sugar and lipid control are very 
common and not usually treated with probiotics.  Both conditions 
showed improvement with soil-based probiotics3,11.

As we learn more about the microbiome and its complex interplay 
in our bodies, our understanding of its impact on different illness-
es will only continue to expand.

New concepts always come with new concerns.  Are soil-based 
probiotics safe? The fact that we were naturally exposed to these 
organisms from dirt and food is reassuring. In addition, Bacillus 
Subtilis and Bacillus Coagulans were isolated as part of the human 
microbiome early in the last century. Scientific advances in genetic 
sequencing have rapidly increased the safety of probiotics, includ-
ing soil-based probiotics. Not only are we able to isolate probiotic 
bacteria but we can study specific strains. For example, instead of 
Bacillus coagulans we can identify and study Bacillus coagulans 
MTCC 585612.  Advent of genetic sequencing has added the ben-
efit of knowing the exact organism in a product.  Both safety and 
efficacy are increased with this technology.
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We are only beginning to learn the large number and species nat-
urally present in our microbiome and the multitude of functions 
they serve. Adding soil-based bacteria into our microbiome seems 
to be a healthy and safe plan to support digestive and immune 
health.  Another step toward health might include eating some dirt 
with our fresh fruit and vegetables.
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